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Ios 14 favorite contacts widget missing

In iOS 14, Apple overhauled widgets and offered the option to add widgets to the Home Screen, but in the process the much-loved favorites widget found in iOS 13 was removed. The Favorites widget has allow users to set certain contacts and contact methods as easily accessible favorites, so that, for example, you can add a frequently used option to text Eric or call Dan, and these actions can be
executed by tapping the widget. It may be a mystery why the Favorites widget was removed and a simple oversight with Apple planning to re-introduce it later, but now, widget trusters can re-create its functionality with Shortcuts. This requires some effort, but it can be worth investing in time if you often rely on it. Creating a Favorites Shortcut It's not too difficult to create a shortcut that replicates the behavior
of the Favorites widget, but if you want multiple frequently used options, you'll need to create a separate shortcut for each one in the Shortcuts app. Open the Shortcuts app. Tap the Shortcuts tag ← in the upper-left corner. Tap the folder icon at the top right to create a new folder. If you want to use shortcuts with the widget, shortcuts for your favorites must be in a folder. Select the folder (in our case, call it
Favorites) and an icon. Tap the new folder (Favorites) and tap + to start creating shortcuts. After this step, there are slightly different shortcut creation methods that can be used to create quick communication options to call someone, add FaceTiming and messaging. Tap Add What To Tap Action, and then Create a Shortcut to a Phone or Call call. Tap the Phone app. Tap one of the suggested contacts that
Shortcuts offers, or tap + to select a different contact. Make sure you type Call [Contact Name] in the Shortcut you created. Tap Next. Give shortcut a name. (Call John in our case) Tap the icon to the left of the name to select both the color and icon for your Shortcut. Tap done. After you touch Done, your shortcuts to search for one of your contacts are listed in the appropriate folder in the Shortcuts app. To
activate it, just tap and automatically call the intended contact. Repeat these steps for everyone you want to create a search shortcut for. Tap Add a Shortcut Creation Action to FaceTime Someone, and then make a FaceTime or Call call. Tap the FaceTime app to get shortcut editing options. Tap FaceTime to select standard FaceTime or FaceTime Audio. Tap blank [Contact] to select a contact from the
list. Make sure you type FaceTime [Contact Name] in the Shortcut you created. Tap Next. Give shortcut a name. Tap the icon next to the name to select both the color and icon for your Shortcut. Tap done. To This Shortcut a FaceTime call is initiated to the person added as a contact. Tap Add Action to Someone, and then Create a Shortcut to search Messages. Tap Send Message. Tap blank [Recipients]
to select a contact. Type the name of the person you want to be able to send a message to. Make sure that the Shortcut you created typed Send message to [Contact]. Tap Next. Give shortcut a name. Tap the icon next to the name to select both the color and icon for your Shortcut. Tap done. When you tap Completed Shortcut, the Messages app opens with a creation window for the person you added as
the target contact. Note that if you want to send messages to more than one person, you must type more than one name in the section where you enter the name of the person. Add the Shortcuts Favorites Widget to Your Home Screen After you've created all the shortcuts to quickly send, call, or FaceTiming your contacts, you're ready to add a widget that can be accessed from the widget interface or the
right Home Screen. Go to iPhone's Home Screen. Swipe where you want to place your new Favorite Widget. To enter Jiggle Mode, press and hold the Home Screen, and then tap the + button in the upper left corner. Search for shortcuts and tap the icon. Select the widget you want. If you made a single favorite shortcut, tap a single option. If you have 2-4, tap the size four and select eight if you have more.
Tap Add Widget. Tap the widget to customize it. Tap the folder where you put all the favorites. Tap from the interface and tap Done. That's all there is to it. Once the shortcuts widget is set with the appropriate folder with all your contact shortcuts, a tap on any of the widget options will start the action from the widget interface, as will the previous favorites widget. Note that the Shortcuts widget has limited
space when it comes to names, so if you have more than one, you may need to shorten some of the Shortcut names you create to clearly specify who to contact. If you need more detailed instructions on adding widgets, see our custom Widgets. Favorites in the Contacts App Just to be clear, removed favorites are the widget, not the Favorites function in its entire form. If it's easier than doing a bunch of
Shortcuts, you can create and access previously made favorite options in the Phone app under the Favorites tab. For more on how I can take advantage of widgets and new Home screen changes in iOS 14, check out our widget and Home guide. After updating iOS 14, you may notice that your iPhone is missing the frequently usedwidget. In older versions of iOS, you can use this widget to quickly search
for your favorite contacts, but Apple has not added it to the new Home screen widgets for iOS 14. If you have upgraded to iOS 14 and want to get the Favorites widget back, we can show you a few alternatives instead. includes some third-party apps and shortcuts that you can create Where is the Favorites Widget in iOS 14? Apple has put together brand new Home screen features in iOS 14. In addition to
allowing you to hide home screens and send apps to the App Library, you can now add widgets to the Home screen to give your iPhone a new look. At the time of the release of iOS 14, most third-party developers had not yet released home screen versions of their widgets. But you can access old widgets under Today View by swiping right from your iPhone Home screen. Apple has redesigned each of its
own widgets to look better and offer more options on the Home screen. Unfortunately, Apple has completely removed the Favorite Contacts widget during this process. This means you can no longer even find Apple's Favorites widget in Today View. How to get Favorite Contacts Widget in ios 14? There is no way to add Apple's old Favorites widget to your iPhone in iOS 14. However, you can use third-party
apps to add a similar widget to Today View, or you can use Shortcuts to create your own temporary widget on the Home Screen. Not everyone is happy to use Shortcuts on iPhone, so we will start with third-party widget options. If you want a Favorites widget on your home screen, you'll need to skip to the Shortcuts section below. Use Third-Party Apps to Add a Favorite Contacts Widget No major third-party
apps have formed a Favoritewidget running on the iOS 14 Home screen during typing. However, you can still use existing widgets under Today View on your iPhone. To use these widgets, you first need to download and install that app. Then follow these steps to add the widget for this app to Today View. Swipe right from the Home Screen to access Today View. Move to the bottom and tap Edit. Scroll
down again to find all your non-iOS widgets in a separate section; tap Customize to provide them. Tap the Insert button next to the widget you want, and then drag the handles to rearrange your widgets. Unfortunately, you can't move iOS 14 widgets over iOS 14 widgets in Today View. Tap Done to confirm. Under Today View, tap Edit. Older widgets appear in their sections. Customize to add or remove
widgets. Install any of the following apps to add a new Favorite Contacts widget to Today View on your iPhone. WhatsApp If you first call or text contacts using WhatsApp, the WhatsApp widget may be the best option for you. This widget automatically shows the four most recent contacts in the WhatsApp app. To open speech on WhatsApp, any of these contacts or groups can use religion. WhatsApp is
using your latest contacts in the widget Download: iOS (Free) Favorite Contacts for whatsApp – Launcher This app is dedicated to creating a widget for your favorite contacts. You can select individual contacts and even add multiple people to a group. After you install Favorite Contacts, you'll need to take a few minutes for your favorite contacts to set up before they appear Widget. Open Favorite Contacts
and tap the Add button. Choose to add a Contact or Group. If you add a single contact, select the contact and number you want to add from your Contacts app. If you add a group, you must first create a name and icon for the group, then tap Add Contact at the top to add as many people as you want. View your favorite contacts in the app. Add as many people or groups as you want. Contact your favorites
via widget. There is no limit to how many people you can create with this app. You can also use it to communicate with people by phone, text messages, WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Telegram and other apps. Download: Favorite Contacts – Launcher for iOS (Free, in-app purchases available) Create a Shortcut Widget for your iOS Home Screen, there are several different ways to use the Shortcuts
app to add your Favorite contacts to the Home Screen on your iPhone. We will show you the two best options below. In the first option, we will show you how to create a shortcut for each person and show you how to access all of them from your iOS 14 Home screen using the shortcuts widget. The second option shows you how to add each shortcut as a separate app icon on your home screen. You can
then edit them as you like or add them to an application folder. Although this is not a widget, it allows you to add a photo for each person, since Apple's original Favorites widget is closer. Option 1: Add Individual Shortcuts to the Shortcuts Widget First you need to create individual shortcuts for each of your favorite contacts. Then you can make all this available in the Shortcuts widget on your Home Screen.
Open the Shortcuts app and tap the Shortcuts button in the upper-left corner to view your shortcuts folders. Use the Add button to create a new folder and name it favorites. From the Favorites folder, tap the Add Again button to create a new shortcut. Tap Add Action, then search for and add the Search action. In the search action, tap Contact and select a contact to add. Now tap Next in the upper right
corner and name the shortcut after your contact, then select an icon and color for them. Tap Done to save the shortcut. Create a new shortcut. Choose to call a contact. Tap Add to Home Screen. Repeat steps 3-5 to create a new shortcut for each of the favorite contacts. After creating a shortcut for each of your favorite contacts, it's time to add the Shortcuts widget to your Home screen. Go to your iPhone
Home screen and tap and hold to enter Jiggle mode. Tap the Add button to view your available widgets. Add the shortcuts widget and select to show four or eight favorite contacts choose a medium or large widget size to be important. After adding the widget to your Home screen, tap and hold the widget and choose to edit the Widget. Change the folder to Favorites so you only see shortcuts to your favorite
contacts. Tap a contact to start looking for them. Tap a contact's name in the Shortcuts widget to start now Them. If you don't customize the widget to show only your Favorites folder, you'll also see other shortcuts that have been used recently. Option 2: Add Favorites Shortcuts to the Home Screen Add shortcuts to the Home Screen, allowing you to save each person's photo for use as a shortcut icon. You
can edit your favorite contact shortcuts between your apps or store them in an app folder. Once again, you must first create separate shortcuts for each contact. Open the Shortcuts app and tap the Add button to create a new shortcut. Select Add Action, then search for and add the Search action. Now tap Three Dots in the upper right corner and tap Add to Home Screen. Name the shortcut after your
contact. Tap the icon and select Select Photo to select the photo of the person to use. Try searching for the contact in the Photos app and see only their pictures. Tap Add to add a shortcut to your home screen. Create the shortcut Tap Add to Home Screen. Select a name and icon for the home screen shortcut. Repeat these steps for each of the favorite contacts. Then tap and hold the Home screen to
enter Jiggle mode and rearrange shortcuts as you like on the Home Screen. You can choose to create a set of contacts, sprinkle them between your apps, or add them all to an app folder. Choose to edit your shortcut app icons as you like. Other Reasons Frequent Widget iOS 14 upgrade The only reason it may not work Frequent widget may go missing from iPhone. Instead of a software problem, this can
cause problems with the widget. This can happen if you've never upgraded to ios 14, or if Apple has added the Favorites widget to iOS 14 since this post was posted. Either way, take a look at other articles to learn how to troubleshoot missing favorites. Dan writes tutorials and troubleshooting guides to help people get the most out of their technology. Before became an author, he taught a bachelor's
degree in Audio Technology, supervised repairs to the Apple Store, and even English in China. China.
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